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Excel Wall Interiors is imbued with a passion for art, 
luxury and affordable interiors, redefining Indian walls 
with Global trends. Over the past two decades we are 
the fastest growing and the largest wallpaper company in 
India. Headquartered in City of Joy - Kolkata, Excel has 
its presence all over India through our expert sales team 
and channel partners.

Discover our wallcovering collection which includes - 
from traditional patterns like classical damask, stripes, 
and motifs to modern prints like abstract, contemporary, 
botanical to digitally printed custom murals.

FOLLOW US

www.excelwallpapers.com

Address : 301 Prasad Square, 164 AJC Bose Road, WB,

Kolkata - 700 014, India. contact us : +91-33-40560400,

email: info@excelwallpapers.com

About



CELEBRATION
Are you ready to celebrate your walls with style!!

Celebration collection from Excel uses a range of iconic designs and style to create a 
collection for perfect feature wall. 

It is a world of intriguing combinations, creativity and free spirit. It is sure to bring a spe-
cial and luxury atmosphere in your interior. 

The celebration range has multitude of designs from 3D abstract to bright florals and 
from classic damasks to timeless woods. This tactile, stylish and versatile designs will 
captive you.



77151-3

77151-1

77151-2
CLASSIC DAMASK
Damask style wallpaper draws on regel Victorian fabric and is 
synonymous with luxury and sophisticated style. Make a state-
ment with our assortment of vibrant and vintage-inspired 
damask designs to create a luxurious feel throughout your 
home.



77219-377219-2



81023-3

81023-4

81023-2

81023-2



82014-31

82014-32

82014-31

Make a statement with our assortment 
of vibrant and vintage-inspired damask 
designs to create a luxurious feel 
throughout your home.



81028-4

81028-6

81028-2

81028-2



81001-577178-1



85026-3

85026-5

85026-3

Damask style wallpaper draws on regel 
Victorian fabric and is synonymous with 
luxury and sophisticated style.



85028-5

85028-3

85029-5

85029-3

85028-3



85033-585033-2



MODERN OR ABSTRACT
Add some abstract décor to your home with our fantastic 
selection of abstract designs in this collection, perfectly incor-
porate that modern-day edge and contemporary feel. Our 
range of abstract designs includes something for everyone, 
from cool geometric to spectacular designs to awaken your 
creativity with these modern designs into your walls.

59148-6

59148-8

59148-8



59292-2

59292-4

59292-1

59292-2



59229_2

59229_1

59229_2

From cool geometric to spectacular  
designs to awaken your creativity with 
these modern designs into your walls.



81031-5

81031-7

81031-4

81031-2



59293-3

59293-2

59293-3

Fantastic selection of abstract designs 
in this collection, perfectly incorporate 
that modern-day edge and contempo-
rary feel.



85031-381037-5



85068-3

85068-4

85068-1

85068-6



82015-3

82015-2

82015-3
Floral
Brighten up your wall and add springtime feels to your space 
with our floral designs. Whether you are looking for feminine 
flowers for bedroom or sophisticated blooms for smart living 
room – you will get it all in this collection.



82022-3282022-31



82013-31

81034-3

82013-3281034-2

82013-32



3D
3d style designs tend to give a modern edge, captivating illu-
sions and depth to any space of your room. It enhances the 
illusion of depth perception, hence adding a third dimension 
to your walls. From bold geometric to gradient cubes we have 
the best selection of modern 3D wallpaper patterns that will 
create an immediate impact in any room of the house.

85071-2

85071-3

85071-2



59290-4

59290-5

59290-2

59290-3



85052-259296-2



WOOD & STONE
Achieve an earthy and airy atmosphere in your home with our 
natural faux wood & stone with a multitude of colors, shades 
and exquisite patterns. For those who are looking for urban 
grunge vibes for a contemporary feel to their interiors, these 
designs are a perfect choice. From rugged stones to concrete 
wooden planks we have a huge range which adds unique 
layer of texture to your space.

85066-2

85066-5

85066-4



85058-4

85058-3

85058-5

85058-2



85069-2

85069-3

85069-2

For those who are looking for urban 
grunge vibes for a contemporary feel to 
their interiors, these designs are a per-
fect choice.



85051-385051-1



85055-2

85055-3

85055-3

Natural faux wood & stone with a multi-
tude of colors, shades and exquisite 
patterns.



85015-2

85048-3

85011-1

85048-3



85018-185016-2



www.excelwallpapers.com


